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| From The Editor | | Chris Green (7614) |

Convention month!

In just a few weeks some of 
us will be getting ready to set 
out on the road (or the rail) to 

Newport – Newport (Mon) as it 
used to be called, to distinguish it 
from the seven other Newports up 
and down the country.
 Somewhat confusingly, Wales 
has two – the other, I suppose, 
would be known as Newport (Pem) 
as it is about 20 miles north-east of 
St David’s. Newport (IoW) might 
be familiar to many, but Newport 
(Essex), less than six miles north 
of Stansted, may not be as well-
known. The other three are all in 
the upper half of the country, close 
by Telford, Lincoln, and Hull.
 Assuming we all end up in the 
same county, we should have a 
most enjoyable weekend. Numbers 
are good – what started as a tiny 
trickle has, during the past month, 
become a veritable gush. And 
people are still booking as I write 
(in the middle of March). There 
will be many familiar faces there 
and, just as importantly, a few new 
ones. Sadly, some regulars will not 
be there and they will be missed.
 The current plan is for the June 
issue of Small Printer to carry the 
majority of the Convention items. 
One of my tasks will be to try to 
persuade many of those attending 
to write a few words about their 
view  of the weekend – so if you 

are one of the chosen few you have 
been fore-warned!
 Before I get too far ahead 
of  myself we have this month’s 
offerings to put before you. The 
opening article is a first-hand 
account of a former tutor at the 
London College of Printing, Paul 
Peter Piech. Rather a long article 
but I hope you will agree that it’s 
well worth reading. Then a follow-
up to Bob Richardson’s earlier tale 
about the famous ADANA signage, 
as well as his continuing tales of 
articles from the St Bride Archives.
 Pat Swadling brings his 
apprenticeship story to an end – 
but don’t suppose for a moment 
that we have heard the last of him. 
For a start, take a look at page 90, 
where he describes a recent project: 
and, in answer to the question in 
the last line, the answer is ‘yes’ . . . 
watch this space!
 Another tale of ‘how I started to 
print’ on page 88. No doubt many 
of us have similar stories – similar 
but never the same, so what about 
sharing your story with us?
 See (some of) you in Newport 
– and make sure you get the right 
one!

Cover Image: ‘Nixon’, 1973 print 
by Paul Peter Piech, see article on 
page 76.

Views expressed by individual 
authors are not necessarily the views 
of the Society.
All advertisements are accepted 
in good faith, the Society cannot 
take responsibility regarding the 
condition of the goods sold from the 
advertisements nor can it vouch for 
the accuracy of any statements in 
any advertisement.
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| Paul Peter Piech | | Win Armand Smith (10716) |

From 1969 to 1972 I was a student at 
the London College of Printing doing 
a Dip AD in Graphics. The building 

that housed LCP was at the Elephant and 
Castle roundabout, and we had studios 
on the 10th, 11th and 12th fl oors. I went 
back recently with an old LCP friend, 
Harold Batten, and we stood and looked 
at the totally changed view in amazement. 
We were lucky to have been relatively 
high up before the skyscraper invasion of 
London: St Paul’s still stood out then as 
the prominent building of the city.
 Our course was tutor-led. We had 

different teachers each day, so we had a 
rolling programme of four or fi ve projects 
going at once. Examples of these are 
amongst dozens that have got lost in 
the mists of time. Looking back now I 
can see that many of the projects were 
probably related to professional work 
that our tutors were doing in their other 
jobs. In one we were asked to design 
decorative London buses: they were to 
advertise attractions around London such 
as Kew Gardens, the Tower of London, 
etc. We were amazed – buses used to be 
red with a band of advertising between 
the lower and upper deck. Imagine our 

1979 Poster

1971 Poster
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astonishment as we looked down on the 
roundabout below us and started to see 
decorative buses not dissimilar to the 
ones we sweated over! 
 We also had sessions down in the 
print rooms in the main building. There, 
amongst other things, we learnt the art of 
typesetting. Sadly I obviously did not pay 
enough attention to the different printing 
techniques: my favourite was on glass, 
and I still have an example somewhere. A 
very memorable moment was looking at a 
new photo-typesetting machine. Upstairs 
the tutors wore jumpers and jeans but in 
the print room they wore brown coats. 
The teacher on this occasion (in a brown 
coat) had a rather fl at voice and a cockney 

accent and he said “the only thing that 
impedes the progress in the development 
of this machine is the speed of light” 
(think Peter Cook). It was the ultimate in 
modern printing machinery and probably 
defunct in about 15 years, but others 
will know better than me! However, I am 
guessing that even the printing industry 
did not conquer the speed of light.
 We had many excellent tutors including 
Richard Bawden, son of Edward Bawden RA, 

Falklands Poster 1984

Equal Rights Poster 1988
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who taught printmaking; and David McKee 
and Tony Ross, both successful illustrators 
of children’s books; but the one we 
admired most was Paul Peter Piech. 
 I happened to see on Twitter that there 
was an exhibition of his work at the 
People’s History Museum in Manchester, 
so Harold and I went up there to see it. 
How we both wished we had been more 
inquisitive and enquiring about his history. 
Why did we not ask more questions about 
his work? Harold remembered that he 
printed in his garage but neither of us had 
any idea of the work that he did. 
 We were so moved by the work in the 

exhibition that I purchased an excellent 
book, Graphic World of Paul Peter Piech 
by Zoe Whitley from which I have drawn 
some of the information about his life.
 Paul Peter Piech was an American. He 
was born in Brooklyn in 1920 to immigrant 
parents and had a passion for art from an 
early age. In 1942 he was painting pin-up 
girls on the planes of his USA air force 
squadron aircraft, but it was fl ying low 
over an internment camp that shaped 
much of his art in the future. He could 
see the desperate faces of the internees 
against the barbed wire fences. ‘He felt 
for the individuals and objected to war 
and inhumanity in any form.’ He used the 
images he created over and over again 
‘to speak out against political corruption, 
anti-Semitism, racism and torture’ in his 
early lithographs and woodcuts. 
 After the war Piech graduated from 
art school and came to live in Britain, 
taking up further art training. He was 
not impressed with the quality of the 
teaching, but took up printmaking under 
Ceri Richards at Chelsea College of Art 
and Design and, having tried to make a 
living as an artist, he went back to the 
states to work in advertising. He said “ I’m 
going back into advertising and get as far 
as I can, then when the time is right I can 
pack it in.”
 He worked for a variety of advertising 
agencies on products such as Avery 
Baby scales, Kia-Ora, Sun Crush Orange, 
Supersoft Shampoo and Dewars Whisky. 
His personal philosophy was that 
advertising was something you had to 
accept as long as it was not dishonest or 
unethical.
 In the 1950s he set up a studio in his 
Middlesex home that became the Taurus 
Press. He purchased a 10 x 12 Victor book 
press, which he used for experimental 
printing. In 1953 he acquired an Adana 10 

Peace Poster 1981
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x 14 foot treadle press and for the next 
few years he purchased ‘the outmoded 
letterpress equipment, including a 100 
year old Thompson proofi ng press for £15 
in Reading’. At fi rst he used the metal type 
that came with his machines but later he 
developed the freehand cut letters in Lino 
that became his distinctive style. The type 
was used as script or included as part of 
an illustration. He produced thousands 
of posters and 75 books, all at home in 
various garages and sheds wherever he 
lived. 
 He fi nally retired from teaching in 
1986 and retired to Wales. In his printing 
he took up many Welsh causes, such 
as the closure of the mining industry. 
He produced a set of prints for a book 
with the poet John Gurney called ‘Coal, 
a Sonnet Sequence’. These are amongst 
his most moving works, in which he 
graphically describes the slowly dying life 
of the valleys. These will follow in another 
article.
 Throughout his life he was very 
politically aware. He was on the side of 
the under-dog and spoke out for human 
rights, supporting Amnesty International, 
CND, and many other organisations 
throughout the world. It is astonishing to 
see how topical many of his posters are 
in 2017! Even if you do not agree with his 
politics his skill with image and text are 
admirable.
 Paul Peter Piech died in 1996; he was 
still cutting images in lino in his hospital 
bed. He said ‘I think my work plays a 
very important part in the recording of 
contemporary world events through 
graphics and poster medium. And while 
commercial poster graphics still dominate 
the scene, this work that I do has a great 
infl uence on the younger generation 
of graphic artists and no doubt will be 
an encouraging factor towards greater 

awareness of the powerful force of future 
social graphics.’ This last quote is from 
Ken Hardacre in The private press of Paul 
Peter Piech, in the May 1987 issue of 
Small Printer.
 Although I did not know his work at 
the time when I was a student he was 
a memorable tutor and I am grateful to 
him for his encouraging and enthusiastic 
teaching.
 With thanks to Zoe Whitley for 
information and most of the images. 
Some were taken at the exhibition and 
some images of the miners from the book 
COAL.

1973 Poster
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Every printer, whether letterpress, 
litho or digital has heard of 
Hart’s Rules – but who was the 

eponymous Hart? At St Bride Library 
there is a shelf fi lled with multiple 
editions of ‘the most famous rule book 
in the world’, as described by Vivian 
Ridler, printer to the University of 
Oxford, in a letter to Hart’s daughter in 
December 1967. 
Coincidentally, 
the book has 
always been 
published by 
OUP, as Hart 
was also Printer 
to the University 
from 1883.
 Horace Hart 
was born in 
Sudbury, Suff olk 
in 1840 and at 
the age of 14 
was apprenticed 
to the fi rm of 
Woodfall & 
Kinder, where 
he was engaged 
as a trainee 
reading-boy 
(proof-reader). 
The printworks was in Skinner Street, 
London, and the 14-year-old took an 
early train from Sudbury on his fi rst 
day at work in 1854, accompanied 
by his father, who was anxious to get 
back home. Hart senior left the young 
lad alone on Ludgate Hill to await a 
representative from Woodfall’s. Horace 
Hart recalled in later years, “I stood 

there alone, with a mind full of wonder 
and a heart like lead.”
 In due course Hart was apprenticed 
as a compositor to Mr Kinder. He was 
an exceptional student, and always 
sought out by his colleagues when they 
struggled with a diffi  cult piece of copy or 
a foreign word. He excelled in algebraic 
formulae, Greek, Hebrew and complex 

tabular matter—
material 
which only 
occasionally 
passed 
through the 
hands of most 
commercial 
printers. When 
the general 
manager of 
Woodfall & 
Kinder retired, 
Hart replaced 
him, even 
though he was 
barely 26 years 
old. He served 
in the post 
for 12 years, 
moving to the 
Ballantyne 

Press in 1878. After less than three years 
he was head-hunted by William Clowes 
& Sons, before becoming Printer to the 
University of Oxford three years later in 
October 1883.
 Although Hart had an illustrious 
career as Controller of the Printing 
Department of the Oxford University 
Press, he is now best remembered 

Hart’s Rules for Compositors
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for the book which once bore his 
name. The fi rst, slim (8-page) edition 
appeared exactly 124 years ago this 
month, in April 1893, but Hart 
had created his own guide for 
the use of staff  at Woodfall & 
Kinder as early as 1864. Rules 
has remained in print since 
1893, with over 40 editions 
and constant revisions, most 
recently to its title. For example, 
the 1978 edition (the 38th since 
1893) updated the spelling of 
Moslem to Muslim, program 
(for computing) rather than 
programme and adapter instead 
of adaptor (for literary works but 
not electrical gadgets). It was 
Hart’s guide which persuaded 
printers and journalists to 
change portmanteau words 
such as week-end and to-
day into the more familiar, 
unhyphenated versions we have 
today. The publication always 
kept up-to-date, refl ecting and 
sometimes leading changes 
in the use of language and the 
evolution of punctuation. Hart’s Rules 
may sometimes seem pedantic, but 
they are based upon logical criteria. 
So, for example, the name of a ship 
or submarine (Cutty Sark, HMS 
Dreadnought) should be italicised but 
the type of vessel or aircraft (Spitfi re, 
Lancaster, Flying Fortress) should NOT. 
Hart’s helpfully pointed out that Enola 
Gay – the aircraft which dropped the 
atom bomb on Hiroshima – should not 
be italicised as its name was not ‘offi  cial’. 
The book is crammed with similar lip-
smacking fare for the hungry pedant.
 Every edition introduced controversial 
changes and not all were popular. Hart’s 
‘innovations’ in punctuation and the use 

of reference and quotation marks in the 
22nd edition were politely described 
in the trade press as ‘not commending 

themselves to printers generally’. In 1914 
air-man became airman and air-ship also 
lost its hyphen. In 1967 (37th edition), 
connexion became connection and 1978 
saw the plural referenda modifi ed to 
referendums (Hart’s helpfully pointed 
out that the change was necessary as 
referenda had never been etymologically 
correct). The same year saw the addition 
of new words inputting, routeing and 
transsexual, refl ecting then current 
changes in technology and medical 
practice. A note in promotional material 
for the 38th edition states that an 
attempt to have gipsy changed to gypsy 
had been rebuff ed by the editor.
 Horace Hart retired from OUP on 

Horace Hart
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31st March 1915. He received numerous 
awards in his lifetime, including the 
Royal Humane Society Medal for saving 
a life off  the sea-coast, but OUP was his 
life and he was a very reluctant retiree. 
The later years of his career were dogged 
with diffi  culties in industrial relations, 
and major changes to the industry 
he knew and loved were not easily 
accommodated. He was criticised for 
‘losing his grip’ and one obituary stated, 
perhaps unkindly, that he had outlived 
his success. His enforced departure 
from OUP did not come as a surprise 
to his critics, but his retirement was 
short. Suff ering from depression and 
without focus to his life, Horace Hart 
committed suicide at the age of 76. 
Trade press tributes simply described 
his death as taking place under ‘tragic 

circumstances’, perhaps reluctant to 
reveal that he had taken his own life. 
Neat and precise in everything he did, 
Horace Hart maintained his impeccable 
behaviour to the very end, leaving his 
gloves carefully folded on the banks of 
Youlbury Lake, near Oxford where he 
ended his life in a watery grave on 9th 
October 1916.

 Hart’s Rules continues to be 
published, although his name is 
now absent from the title and many 
references to type-setting have been 
stripped from the content. It is now 
known as The New Oxford Style Manual 
and the latest edition appeared in May 
2016. St Bride Library has a copy, of 
course.

Bob Richardson (9718)

| Out of the Archives | | Continued |

Moulton Printing
01253 342992 | info@moultonprinting.com
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In June last year I reported on 
the impending demolition of 
the former Adana showroom 

at 162 Grays Inn Road, and the 
uncertainty surrounding the original 
signage, which dates back to 1950. 
A couple of months ago I noticed 
that changes had been made to the 
shop frontage – the famous sign 
was gone. A painted ‘Adana’ sign, 

adopting the same logo style, had 
replaced the steel-framed Perspex 
original, so I made enquiries as to 
the whereabouts of the original sign, 
commissioned by former owner 
Frederick Ayers.
 The news is good. Mr Pravin Shah, 
lessee of the property, has opened a 
new branch at 18 City Road, and the 
original signage has been transferred 
to his premises there. It has been 
removed from the plywood backing 
board, cleaned up and mounted 
much more tastefully than it was at 
162 Grays Inn Road. It seems that 
despite the proposed demolition of 
the 1927 block, of which the Adana 
shop was the central feature, the 

| Adana Sign Saga - an update | | Bob Richardson (9718) |

sign will live on rather than ending 
up in a builder’s skip. Good news 
indeed.
 As to the future of number 162, 
it remains uncertain. Planning 
permission has been granted for 
redevelopment, but a campaign 
has been launched to save the 
block. A number of high-profi le 
TV personalities, including many 

ITN newsreaders, are campaigning 
to save Andrews restaurant which 
has stood on the same site for over 
60 years. A decision in favour of 
Andrews, one of London’s most 
popular ‘greasy spoon’ cafeterias, 
may yet benefi t Adana, although the 
likelihood of that distinctive sign 
being returned is very slim indeed.
 Although Mr Shah’s company has 
no links with the existing Adana 
company, which is now a division of 
Caslon, it is reassuring to know that 
the owners of the sign appreciate its 
value, and have decided to retain it 
as a part of their new premises.
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Eventually I moved from the 
Black Widow machine to a 
Model 48 Linotype, which 

| Redundancy | | Pat Swadling (10453) |

proved to be a delight to operate, and 
I could still heat up the lunchtime pies 
and the winter chestnuts on the hot 

metal pot. 
 Talking of 
which, at least 
once a year 
I like to visit 
Amberley 
Chalk 
Museum, in 
particular 
their printing 
department. 
Among the 
many printing 
presses and 
machines, 
they have 
a couple of 
Linotypes 
and it is a 
real pleasure 
to see them 
working, 
but I also 
like to see 
the visitors’ 
reaction 
to them, 
especially 
the children, 
who have 
never seen 
anything like 
them before. 
I fi nd myself 
thinking:  
yes. I really 
did operate 
those huge 
machines 
many years 

This was the imposing Southampton Echo Offi ce building, now a 
shopping centre. I wonder if the people who work there late at night 
ever smell the ink and feel the presses rumbling beneath their feet?

 - They think it’s all over - it was then
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ago. I would recommend a visit to the 
museum, there are lots of other things 
to see and do.
 The Echo family of newspapers 
(Southampton, Weymouth and 
Dorset Echos) really was a family 
in those days. We held Inter-offi  ce 
fl ower shows which were always 
keenly contested, and yes, I did win 
a class occasionally. There were also 
children’s Christmas parties and a 
thriving Sports and Social Club.
 Companies of any size always have 
anecdotes, although this one doesn’t 
involve the comp room (we had our 
moments, though). The Southampton 
council had a car park backing onto 
the Echo car park, but despite the 
notices there were always some 
members of the public who decided to 
use the spaces reserved for us.
 Inevitably there were arguments, 
until it was pointed out that when 
all the Echo delivery vans returned, 
they would park across them, and 
they could fi nd themselves trapped 
for several hours, even more so if the 
van driver had fi nished for the day 
and went home. It was surprising how 
quickly cars could be moved!
 Like so many staff  before us, we all 
expected to do our 50 years service. 
Then along came fi lm setting. We 
all received training; I became Head 
Reader and everything seemed fi ne for 
quite a while, but technology advanced 
rapidly and the management took full 
advantage of it. Contracts disappeared 
overnight and the whole atmosphere 
of the composing room, and indeed 
the press room, changed; and the word 
‘redundancy’ started to be heard more 
and more.
 Redundancy in any company is 
never a pleasant experience and we 

were no exception: things became 
rather fraught, to say the least. To 
cut a long sorry story short, our 
newspaper days were over. The fi rst 
tranche (me included) went, quickly 
followed by the next. It was the end of 
an era both for us and for the Echo. 
 The daily minor miracles required 
to produce a newspaper each evening 
that all came together in the race 
against the clock, right up to the 
moment that the presses picked up 
speed, racing break-neck into the 
new edition, had ended. But life had 
to carry on for those of us not old 
enough to think of retiring. Other 
career options had to be considered: 
suddenly there were application forms 
and things called interviews to be 
coped with. 
 We all went our separate ways. 
For me it was into the Civil Service 
with HM Customs and Excise, 
learning about things like the Queen’s 
Warehouse. I thoroughly enjoyed my 
years with Customs, but that, as they 
say, is another story.
 The old Echo offi  ce was eventually 
pulled down and the paper moved to 
purpose-built premises out of town. 
Now, joy and delight, the old site has 
become the West Quay Shopping 
Centre.
  However, you know the question: 
“Would I do it all again?” Of course I 
would.

Correction
In the panel on page 71 of the March 
magazine - Calling Conservationists 
- the number of typecases shown in 
the second paragraph should be 200, 
not 20 as printed.
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printing museum of thirty years standing 
that is a delight to visit. The entrance is 
hard to fi nd and it is easy to miss it but 
once inside you will fi nd a captivating 

treasure trove of artefacts and 
machinery.
 In 1986, the town accepted 
a gift of a collection of old 
presses and equipment and 
the idea of a ‘living museum’ 
was born. Some seventy 
volunteers, many retired 
printing professionals, worked 
to restore the many diverse 
items. The principle behind the 
museum was that an individual 
would visit the collection 
innocent of knowledge and 
leave with an understanding 
of how a book was made – 
designed, set, printed on paper, 
bound and gilded. In addition, 

amateurs and experts in the world of 
printing would come to use the materials 
and machines in the spacious fi rst fl oor 
accommodation. 
 And, thirty years later, the vision has 
been fully realized – there are 1000 cases 
of type (and another 3000 in the stocks) 
and a magnifi cent variety of wooden 

For many, the French city of Nantes 
is no more than a motorway sign 
on the drive from Brittany through 

the Loire and on to the south-west. Once 

a busy seaport in the estuary of the Loire, 
it is today a rich and lively community 
which strikes a balance between historical 
heritage and innovation with an incredible 
diversity of architecture, art, gastronomy 
and culture. With about half a million 
inhabitants, it is now the sixth largest 
city in France. Its inheritance includes 
benefi ting from the largest 
harbour in France in the 
seventeenth century, enduring 
the turmoil of revolution 
and emerging as a successful 
industrial centre in the 
nineteenth century, especially 
in the fi elds of ship building 
and food processing.
 But for the printer of today, 
Nantes off ers another treasure 
– the Musée de L’Imprimerie 
at 24 Quai de la Fosse – a 

| Musée de L’Imprimerie  | | Rosanne Musgrave (10794) |

A ‘Living’ French Printing Museum
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letters, six eighteenth century composing 
stands and ten modern ones – all used 
by students of all ages who come to learn 
the craft of printing as well as practicing 
artists and printers. 
 As well as a composition room there is 
a gallery, a large machine room and an 
exhibition corridor. Courses take place in 
calligraphy, illumination, bookbinding, 
etching, dry point, lino-cutting, 
lithography and letterpress printing. 
Children (of all ages!) are welcomed with 
special sessions designed for 7 to 16 year 
olds. 
 Nantes’ fi rst printer arrived 
in 1493 (23 years after Paris) 
and the museum brings to life 
six centuries of the art of the 
book – including very early 
wooden presses, seventeenth 
century metal presses, a 
Columbian, a fi ne Stanhope 
together with treadle and 
machine platen presses. 
 There is also a very large 
cylinder press made in France 
by J. Voirin in 1823.
 In the machine room, 
there is also a fi ne collection 
of linotype and monotype 

machinery together with 
a Typograph made by the 
American John Rogers in 
1889.
 Anyone visiting 
western France and who 
has an interest in printing 
– and that must surely 
include all readers of the 
Small Printer ! – would 
undoubtedly enjoy a visit 
to this splendid museum. 
As ever, it’s worth 
checking on opening 
times and events online: 

http://musee-imprimerie.com/
 There is a car park just across the road 
and an escalator to access the museum.
 It’s hoped next year that another 
printing museum may open near 
Orleans – if so, we’ll defi nitely be 
making a visit.
 Although you may not fi nd an English-
speaking guide when you arrive, the 
language of books and printing is truly 
international and shared enthusiasm 
leads to easy communication!
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I have just reached the tender age of 
60 and have spent all my working life 
in the printing industry. I began a fi ve-

year apprenticeship on 7th August 1972, 
having left school in early July that year 
at the age of 16. 
 My love affair with the printing 
industry came about by chance the 
previous summer, when my grandfather 
was clearing out one of his many 
sheds full of junk that he had gathered 
over many years (he even had an old 
railway carriage with a full size snooker 
table in it). He handed me what I later 
discovered was an Adana High Speed 
No.2 printing press together with a 
quantity of type and accessories and 
said it might interest me – it did. The 
type was all mixed up and had to be 
sorted:  fortunately I am blessed with 
patience. I quickly learnt to differentiate 
between the lowercase b, d, p and q and 
ended up with some Times Roman and 
Times Bold.
 I was keen to see if I could print 
something on my little press, and from 
a catalogue dated 1948 that was with 
all the other paraphernalia I got in touch 
with Adana and they sent me the latest 
catalogues, which intrigued me greatly. It 
amazed me that a lot of the items from 
the 1948 catalogue were still available 
in the new one. After much deliberation 
and some saving of pocket money I 
bought a tube of black ink and some 
typecases and awaited their arrival with 
anticipation.
 A week or so later, I was attempting 
to produce my fi rst print. I don’t 
remember exactly what I printed but I 
do remember the fi rst real effort was 
a menu for our Christmas dinner at 
home! My grandfather had had several 
businesses over the years including a 
fl orist, greengrocer and at that time a 

petrol station and car repair business. 
The greengrocers must have been going 
in 1948 as I had a couple of blocks with 
food depicted, which I used for the 
menu. I was very proud of my work, 
although I doubt it was that good.
 As I grew more confi dent I began 
printing cards for people at school with 
their name, address and telephone 
number (if they had one). I charged 
something like 25p for 50 cards, my 
fi rst taste of running my own business! 
I ordered the card from Adana and I 
remember investing in a new font of 
Spartan, which worked well on the 
cards. 
 One of my friends had somehow 
acquired a signifi cant amount of small 
self-adhesive labels on a sheet that 
could be cut into strips of 12 labels. I 
bought the labels from him and had 
the great idea of printing football team 
names on them, in the appropriate 
colour, and sell them as a new product 
line to expand the printing empire. They 
proved hugely successful until I was 
stopped in my tracks by the Headteacher 
of my school. He didn’t take kindly to 
stickers being strategically placed all 
over the school walls and furniture and 
announced in assembly that it must stop 
or the perpetrators would be punished. 
Fortunately my underground press 
was not discovered and I escaped any 
reprisals from the Headteacher. I was left 
with quite a few self-adhesive labels but 
had still shown a profi t.
 I decided that I would like to be 
a printer when I left school and the 
following summer I left just after my 
16th birthday (which was on the 1st July 
1972. In the meantime my family had 
moved from our village to Northampton 
(my father moved his engineering 
business there) and it was there that 

| It Began with an Adana | | Tim Vernon (10772) |
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I and about 30 other boys had to sit a 
test to see if we had half a brain and 
were not colour blind. Employers with 
apprenticeship vacancies then chose 
who they wanted to interview. I had 
three interviews: one as a printer with a 
small fi rm of printers, mainly letterpress, 
and another as a monotype keyboard 
operator with a company called Belmont 
Press, who have become a very large 
business over the years. Finally I was 
interviewed by a large packaging 
company called Vernon Packaging. My 
surname being Vernon caused some 
confusion when I commenced work, as 
I was the only Vernon in the company. 
It was originally established in the 
1920s as Vernon Press in Vernon Street, 
Northampton from which it took its 
name. There were about 200 employees 
and they had moved to brand new 
premises about two years previously and 
had nine large printing presses! I was 
impressed. My father and I signed my 
indentures (I still have this document) 
and I was signed up for fi ve years to 
learn the art of printing.
 I continued to use my Adana for some 
small commercial work and kept it at my 
father’s factory, but sadly it was stolen. 
This left me a little heartbroken and my 
Adana printing came to an end until very 
recently when I bought an Adana 8 x 5 
and fell in love again with these great 
little hobby presses. 
 I have many memories of my time in 
print and now work from home doing 
graphic design and print management, 
along with a little photography. I have 
met many great (and some not so great) 
characters, printed many interesting 
things and even attended a garden party 
at Buckingham Palace through print – 
but more of that later.
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we could be your 
best kept secret...

Our unique online ordering system gives 
you instant quotes, and puts you in total 
control of your trade ncr outsourcing.

We print directly from the reel and pass 
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| Small Faces were Needed | | Pat Swadling (10453) |

A Southampton gallery called Small 
Faces advertised that they wanted 
to put on a display of postcard-

sized portraits during March and April, at 
the city’s Cultural Quarter venue Solent 
Showcase Gallery.
 Called the People’s Portrait Project, the 
organisers hoped that involving everyone, 
whatever their artistic skills, 
would encourage more 
people to become involved 
with arts and culture.
 The Southampton Daily 
Echo item stated that any 
materials could be used, 
as long as the portraits 
were postcard-sized (6in 
x 4in), and they were your 
own work. It wasn’t a 
competition, but entries 
would be displayed and then 
become part of the gallery’s 
People’s Art Archive.
 Apparently the portraits 
didn’t have to be of anyone 
in particular and could take any form. This 
sounded interesting and perhaps a little bit 
of a challenge. Could letterpress printing 
compare with what I suspected would 
be mainly painted portraits? It had to be 
worth a try, if only to see if I could do it.
 Time to go to the block store – which 
really meant a rummage (a good HM 
Customs term) through some drawers, and 
daring to look in the darker recesses of 
the print shop ( I’m continually surprised at 
the things I fi nd lurking there) to see if any 
suitable blocks might surface.
 Now I do have a fair number of blocks, 
so you would think fi nding something 
fi t for purpose (as they say) that could 
even loosely be called a portrait, and fi t a 
postcard, should be easy to fi nd. Of course 
it wasn’t. The blocks all seemed too big 
and boring or too small and equally boring. 

A couple of Adana blocks looked hopeful 
but didn’t work when proofed up.
 Then, from a separate hiding place, two 
blocks of young ladies/girls emerged. 
A quick proof and yes, they looked fi ne. 
Thank goodness for the print and design 
part of my apprenticeship, except that 
after some considerable time and ink I 

discovered that miniature 
artwork on a piece of 6in 
x 4in card doesn’t actually 
allow for a great deal of 
artistic scope, so all that 
design training counted for 
very little in this particular 
case.
 Time for tea , sleep on it 
and think again.
 It worked. I realised why 
the two girls were looking at 
each other as if wondering 
why on earth they were 
there: they needed some 
wording with them. A couple 
of sheets of ideas and there 

it was, but would the non-printing general 
public understand the word play? Probably 
not, but I liked it (see picture).
 Bearing in mind it was going to be 
an art exhibition, I needed a decorative 
typeface and a nice piece of card. The 
typeface proved quite easy, but I felt the 
card needed to be really good quality; time 
to use a pack of card with a gold border, 
bought because ‘it might come in useful 
one day’: well, its day had arrived!
 After a number of proofs and spoilt 
cards, I eventually arrived at somewhere 
near the result I had hoped for, or at least 
it looked the part. 
 The exhibition beckoned; I just hoped my 
effort wouldn’t stick out like a sore thumb. 
Still, my card was accepted – I wonder if I 
will hear any more about it . . .



Diary of Events
Fri 31st March to Sun 2nd April
Baskerville Wayzgoose
Baskerville Hall, Clyro Court , Hay-on-
Wye, HR3 5SB.

Saturday 15th April
Maidenhead Branch
Meeting at Helen Westhrop’s, Reading.

Friday 21st to Sunday 23rd April
BPS Convention 2017
Holiday Inn, Newport, South Wales,
NP18 2YG.

Wednesday 26th  April
Dorset Branch
Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Saturday 29th & Sunday 30th April
Printfest 2017
Leicester Print Workshop, 50 St George 
Street, Leicester, LE1 1QG.
http://printfest.uk/printfest-2017/

Thursday 4th to Sunday 7th May
The London Original Print Fair
Royal Academy of Arts, London W1J 0BD.

Monday 8th May
Maidenhead Branch
Meeting at Anke Ueberberg’s, Reading.

Tuesday 9th May
Surrey & Sussex Branch
A London Walk with Peter Scarratt.

Saturday 13th & Sunday 14th May
Artist’s Book Market
Baltic Centre for Contemporary Art, 
Gateshead
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Sunday 14th May
Essex Branch Roadshow
Langford Museum of Power, Maldon.

Sunday 14th May
Chipping Campden Wayzgoose
Chipping Campden.

Sunday 21st May
St. Bride Foundation Wayzgoose
Bride Lane,Fleet Street, London, EC4Y 8EQ.

Wednesday 31st  May
Dorset Branch
Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Saturday 10th June
Maidenhead Branch
Meeting at Paul Hatcher’s, Reading.

Saturday 10th June
Surrey & Sussex Branch
Meeting at Adrian Towler’s, Shoreham.

Wednesday 21st  June
Dorset Branch
Meeting at Whitcombe Stables, Dorchester.

Sunday 9th July
Maidenhead Branch
Dorothy Sydenham’s Barbeque, Thame.

Tuesday 11th July
Surrey & Sussex Branch
Meeting at Libby & Chris’s, Merstham.

Saturday 15th July
Essex Branch
Visit to the Hedgehog Press, Adanaland.

Branch meetings are open to all Society members. Anyone who plans to attend a 
meeting who is not a member of the Branch concerned should check with the 
Branch Secretary in case details have changed.
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Branch Secretaries
Dorset
Win Armand Smith
01258 830628
dorset@bpsnet.org.uk

Essex
Chris. Brinson
01255 813630
essex@bpsnet.org.uk

Lincolnshire & District
Michael Edwards
01733 562867
lincoln@bpsnet.org.uk

London
Matt McKenzie
07836 785505
london@bpsnet.org.uk

Maidenhead
Paul Hatcher
01189 666124
maidenhead@bpsnet.org.uk

Overseas
Kevin Thorp
00 353 1 8438346
overseas@bpsnet.org.uk

Scotland
John Easson
01828 628001
scotland@bpsnet.org.uk

Shropshire
Peter Criddle
01743 350208
shropshire15@bpsnet.org.uk

South Wales
Dominic Hartley
07970 722029
swales@bpsnet.org.uk

Surrey & Sussex
Libby Green
01737 644145
surrey@bpsnet.org.uk

MEMBERSHIP
NEWS & UPDATES

NEW MEMBERS:
10848 Mr David Wood
Unit1, Cae Brane, Rowlestone,
Pontrilas, Hereford, HR2 0DL
david@berrington-press.co.uk

10849 Mr Tony Jones
4 Colenso Way, Bradwell,
Newcastle-under-Lyme, ST5 8SJ
toneblueshawk@gmail.com

10850 Miss Lisa Harman
Glasfryn, Bryn-y-Felin,
Dyserth, Rhyl, LL18 6AE
l.harman.1@btinternet.com

DONATIONS:
9405 Mr Ron Prosser
9818 Mr George Hamilton
10125 Mr Jack Gorvin
10545 Mr Reg Brown

INTERNET NEWS:
Members may view and download further 
interesting content on our website by 
registering at www.bpsnet.org.uk. 
Registration provides access to the 
‘Members Only Area’ which is available to 
all current members.

ALL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
currently £27 for UK, £42 for Overseas, 

or £27 Overseas Online only,
and notifi cations of change of any 

personal or contact details should be 
sent to the

Membership Secretary:
MARGARET ROOKES, 57 CRAISTON WAY,

GREAT BADDOW, CHELMSFORD,
CM2 8ED

Please make any cheques payable to the
‘British Printing Society’.
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Altogether we had about 14 members 
and wives, including a new member from 
Great Totham, Kevin Dodman. Welcome, 
Kevin. 
 In no particular order we were 
delighted to see Revd Patrick McEune, 
Alan and Julie Brignull, Margaret and Ron 
Rookes, our old chum Mike Perry from 
Ongar. Ken Wright, one of our longest 
serving members, had made the journey 
from Braintree. Sadly Ken had lost his 
wife Mary quite recently so it was a brave 
thing to do to attend our AGM. I know 
that he was admired by everyone, and I 
hope our love and regard from the Essex 
Branch helped at this diffi cult time.
 Ron Rookes, in his role as Branch 
Treasurer (and he wears many hats!) 
reported that we are solvent, and then 
he handed over to Len for our Chairman’s 

Report. 
 The report opened with a review 
of events achieved in 2016, and Len 
congratulated everyone who had 
contributed to the triumphant winning 
entry in the Rosen award. Great things 
are planned for 2017.
 Our outreach printing event will be 

Branch Reports

Essex Branch
February Meeting 

Give instruction to a wise man and 
he will be yet wiser. This quote 
from Proverbs 9.9 came to mind 

when I was happily diving into a large 
cardboard box of second hand books at 
our AGM and luncheon at The Grange in 
Boreham.
 The books, all on printing, had been 
kindly gifted to the members of Essex 
Branch by Jillian Atkins, and were 
from her late husband’s private book 
collection. In return donations were made 
by members, which went to The Salvation 
Army, according to the fi nal wish of the 
late Robert Atkins. It was good to meet 
and greet Jillian again, and members were 
grateful for this 
opportunity to add 
to their collections. 
Thank you, Jillian. 
The usual merry 
throng included 
our chairman Len 
Friend and his 
wife Sandra, who 
both work so hard 
organising our 
events each year.
 Our gathering 
was a little smaller 
than last year as 
we missed our 
old friends John and Julie Alexander, 
our Secretary Gwen Harper, and recent 
new members Sally and Russell Surrey. 
We were also hoping to see Pat Walker 
and Peter Gauld from Suffolk and John 
Garrett from Otley. Mike Elliston sent his 
apologies from Basildon, and we hope to 
see them all later this year. 
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held at the Museum of Power at Langford 
on 14th May. We look forward to a new 
venture at the Stowe Maries Great War 
Aerodrome in September. The usual 
jewels in the crown of press visits will 
include the annual visit to Adanaland and 
the perfect state of Flatby, courtesy of 
Alan Brignull (sole prop.) on 15th July, and 
an intriguing visit to the seaside where 
Chris Brinson at The Haven Press plans 
to have a demonstration of the new 
thermographic department (health and 
safety permitting!) on 19th August. We 
hope to also visit the recently installed 
press at Sally and Russell Surrey’s at 
Clacton. Later in the year we may visit 
Ed Denovan’s Hell Box Foundry, and Fox 
Ash Press, a fi ne art publishers near 
Colchester. We hope to visit Sudbourne 
Park Printmakers in Suffolk courtesy of 
John Garrett. Details will be announced 
later in the year.
 Finally Len announced that a new 
award made from a recently discovered 
BPS brass plaque would be named the 
Essex Branch Award. This will be awarded 
annually to the Branch Member who has 
produced the best Christmas Card in the 
preceding year.
 The election of offi cers resulted in no 
change to the Chairman and Treasurer, 
with Chris. Brinson offering to take over 
as Secretary as Gwen wished to stand 
down. 
 Alan Brignull and Julie enhanced the 
meeting by displaying letterpress printing 
from across the world in the form of 
Christmas Greetings received from 
printers and craftsmen linking up via 
social media. For Alan it really is a ‘Small 
World’. It was a real privilege to see such 
an inspirational display of the art and 
craft of letterpress. Thank you, Alan and 
Julie.

Chris. Brinson (10631)

Lincolnshire & District 
Branch
January Meeting 

Members of the Branch met up 
for a carvery lunch at The Bull in 
Bracebridge, on the outskirts of the 

city of Lincoln, for the fi rst meeting of the 
year. We were very pleased to see a few old 
faces turning up. We were especially pleased 
to see Jean Clarke, wife of Robin who passed 
away last year. Jean came along with her son 
and his wife – it certainly sounds as if they 
enjoyed themselves, and they have already 
asked if they can come along to next year’s 
dinner.
 Glennis and husband Steve also popped in 
on the way to see FA Cup giant-killers Lincoln 
City. This was a week before the match 
against Burnley, and they had tickets for that 
match as well, but weren’t too hopeful for 
the trip up north, so the result at Turf Moor 
must have been as much of a surprise to 
them as it was to the rest of the nation.
 We also had a good look at the set of 
Rosen Award entries supplied by the Society 
Secretary. Unsurprisingly, we voted ourselves 
the winner. It remains to be seen whether 
the offi cial judges agree with our slightly 
partisan verdict.
 The Branch then discussed the next 
meeting. As a printer in Lincoln has 
contacted us and asked for a bit of help 
with letterpress basics, this is going to be 
an Adana-based practical affair. The idea is 
that we all put our Adanas into the boots 
of our cars, bring them along and have a go 
at printing something, and hopefully some 
tips and knowledge will be passed on. Who 
knows, maybe we’ll end up with a new 
branch member as well. Look out for our 
next report.

Mike Edwards (10374)

| Branch Reports | | Continued |



  Small Printer Advertising Rates
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Line adverts (text only) per month Members Only Free (up to 50 words) then 10p per word

Display advertisements 1/4 page per month £7.00

Display advertisements 1/2 page per month £15.00

Display advertisements Full page per month £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A5) £25.00

Advertisement as a Printed Insert (A4 folded to A5) £30.00

The Editor and Advertising Manager reserve the right to refuse any advertisement. Although every eff ort 
will be made to publish an advertisement in a specifi ed issue if requested, this cannot be guaranteed.

The same display advertisement appearing in four or more consecutive issues is subject to a 10% 
discount and when in seven or more consecutive issues subject to a 15% discount.

Cheques payable to “British Printing Society” and material should be sent as follows or contact 
the Advertising Manager if you wish to pay by PayPal.

Line Advertisements should be sent to the Editor by the 10th of the month prior to publication.

Display Advertisements should be sent with payment to the Advertising Manager also by the 10th.

Printed inserts (350) must be sent with payment to the Mailer so as to arrive by the 25th of the month.

BPS SHOP
Support your Society and purchase from an increasing selection of items 

available at a very reasonable cost

Polo Shirts in Black with Gold Logo
(Small, Medium, Large, XLarge or XX Large)

£15 plus £3 UK carriage

Printers Aprons in Black with Gold Logo
£ 14 plus £3 UK carriage

Cuffl inks £3.50 per pair plus £1 UK carriage

Badges £1 each plus 75p UK carriage
Send order or inquiry to your Sales Secretary

(Contact details on inner front page of this issue of Small Printer)
Do you have ideas for further items that might be of interest in order to advertise

and generate membership of your Branch?
Umbrellas, Caps, Sweatshirts, Mugs, Mousemats?

Ask and Terry will investigate availability/cost
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Ye Olde ‘One-Stop’ Letterpress Shoppe!

Why would you go anywhere else?

Re-manufactured Adana machines including treadle platens and proof presses - Composing sticks, 
typescales, galleys, furniture, quoins, quoin keys, planers, tweezers, bodkins - New & second-hand type 
laid in cases and/or wooden cabinets, @ signs, # signs, + signs, borders, dashes, rules and spacing 
materials.  High definition Rubber inking Rollers, a full colour range of letterpress inks, tympan manila 
platen dressing sheets and gauge pins. We also service and refurbish customer’s own machines.

www.caslon.co.uk
+44 1727 852 211

Our AdanaLite Photopolymer system enables you to easily make negatives and 
letterpress plates at home. We supply a range of polymer plates at competitive 
prices and make mounting bases to order to suit your machine and thickness of 
plates you wish to use. Professional, Reliable & Expert advice always available.

� 

Moulton Printing 01253 342992 www.moultonprinting.com


